Company introduction

Nasal dilator

Humetron Corp specializes in developing innovative medical devices using
its distinguished technology. The company is set to grow globally through
continuous R&D and technological leaps. It will also make a positive
contribution to society by supplying highly specialized medical devices for
public health and by complying with entrepreneurial ethics at all times.

Benefits of Humetron Snoring

Snoring

Once inserted, it allows breathing comfort~

Effective in alleviating sleep apnea symptoms
Sleep apnea refers to breathing pauses that occur when the airway is blocked
during sleep. It induces intermittent hypoxemia, which can acerbate snoring
problems and day sleepiness and cause additional symptoms such as
cardiovascular complications. Sleep apnea is commonly associated with nasal
obstruction, including narrowed nasal cavity and increased nasal congestion.
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Nasal congestion
Easy breathing

Far-infrared coating is antibacterial.

Anti-snoring solution
Snoring limits the flow of air into the brain while sleeping, leading to lack
of sleep, fatigue and hypersensitivity symptoms. Snoring is caused when
breathing air forces the tissues of the soft palate or adjacent regions to
vibrate as the air passages are narrowed during sleep. Recommend it for
your loved ones.

Anti-sleeping solution for drivers
This nasal dilator can help you stay awake while driving.

Positive effect on mental concentration
This nasal dilator is able to increase nasal volume, resulting in better
respiratory airflow by expanding the nasal passages, thereby improving the
ability to concentrate.

Positive effect on cardio pulmonary function (exercise)
This device, when used in everyday life or during exercise, increases vital
capacity and eventually cardio pulmonary function.

Manufacturer : Humetron Corp.
Address : (Unit No302) 125, OsongSaengmyeong 2-ro, Osong-eup,
Heungduk-gu, Cheongju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do, 28161 South Korea.
Tel : +82-43-238-1523
Fax : +82-43-235-5385
Email : sam1523@hanmail.net & pepero530@hanmail.net

Snoring

Reduce snoring !!

Humeetron proven with various tests
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Far Infrared Test Report

Antibacterial function test report

Bacteroa NO!!

Once inserted, it allows breathing comfort
More comfortable and smarter Humetron Snoring

89.3%

What is far-infrared radiation?
Far-infrared rays, referred to 3 to 1,000㎛ range of the wavelength range,
produce more excessive heat than visible light and have the ability to
transfer heat energy directly and rapidly through radiation, thereby making
them extremely energy efficient. Far infrared is used in a wide range of
applications, including drying, cooking, heating, thermal therapy, health
foods, food processing, construction materials, household goods and
biological activities of animals and plants.

Antibacterial test :
Immediately after insertion

< 5385-301 Far Infrared Emissivity >

Antibacterial test :
24 hours after insertion

< 5385-301 Antibacterial function >

Source: Korea Far Infrared Association
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Electroencephalogram signals before and after application of Humetron Snoring
θ waves: Fatigue state for the brain
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Model : 5385-300
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Far infrared

1000㎛

⍺waves: stable state βwaves: state of stress

θ waves are dominant when we feel tired, sleepy and sluggish. An EEG is
designed to measure different types of brain waves and display the realtime electrical activity of the brain via a computer screen, making it possible
to assess current body conditions.

Electroencephalogram (EEG)
EEG is a test that detects and measures different types of brain waves (alpha,
beta and θ waves) using a sensor. Alpha waves become dominant in a
state of physical and mental relaxation, being associated with stable states.
β waves occur when we are emotionally unstable and physically tired,
being linked with stressful situations in which brain activity tends to decline
although behavioral response may remain quick.
Source: Korea Far Infrared Association

< Before wearing Humetron snoring >

< After wearing 5385-301 >

Model : 5385-301

